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About This Game

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR

L&L Technology's Promise

All L&L games are our children and they WILL receive our unbiased love. So watch out for constant updates and new
upcoming features. Join our discussion forum to share your ideas!

Introduction

I Pay No Rent is a game developed under the mentality that the joy of VR entertainment can also be shared amongst families
and friends, the players of this game are encouraged to share this experience with their buddies and loved ones.

Welcome to the world of paying no rent
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The world is a tough place, and securing a roof over your head is no piece of cake. So the real question is... How to gracefully
pay no rent.

"I Pay No Rent" is a fun and relaxing game that let player role-play the tenant of a cosy apartment. You're to engage in a tug of
war with your landlord on the serious issue of rent payment: Every knock on your door coupled with the disturbing grunt from
your landlord is a warhorn for the beginning of another day's negotiation (warfare). This is a constant tug of war between your

wallet and your landlord's wallet, so fight for your freedom (10 dollars)!

Don't let your landlord overpower you with her incredible throwing power, dodge or block those shoes, bottles, and... wait what?
bombs?...Try to block, or dodge all the 'things' your landlord ruthlessly thrown at you!

Suitable for all ages, this game offers a variety of play modes, great for stress relief and family fun, and a great party game for
all occasions.

A word from L&L Technology:

I Pay No Rent is the first experimental project completed under L&L Technology's L-Partnership program.

This program is aimed at facilitating indie game developers and game industry venturers, share our core capabilities in the field
of game development using L&L Technology's rich development experience in gaming, and IT technology scene, we believe

gaming industry needs diversity in creativity more than ever, and the technical hurdle presents a severe obstacle for most of the
population, and disabled their potentially brilliant idea to be brought to life.

I Pay No Rent is a game that is incubated from within our company, the project is solely designed and packaged by our non-
technical employee, facilitated by our dev team, this project is the first showcase of many future collaborations.
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Title: I Pay No Rent
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
L&L Partner
Publisher:
L&L Technology
Release Date: 15 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Very simple game but still a challenge not really scary 8\/10.. Game is fun at first but quickly gets repetitive and boring.. I tried
the game, died right off the bat. Reloaded and chose another option at the place where I died. Died right away again. I played 26
minutes total, it was not fun.. +300 level up. Well for a discounted €0.39 you get 3400 achievements for just staying in the main
menu. For those Achievement hunters this is the game for you
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When you die in the game you die for real. Walking simulator by a bird perspective. Stunning visuals. Great artistic direction.
Ending is a bit meh.. Very fun game, especially with a few friends!. Like very much the story of the game, also its easy to play
with it. I love it. It is definitely an old-school game, it looks and plays great and has a really great soundtrack. You can't go
wrong at $4! Also, I beat the first stage without encountering the bug previously noted by others.. 47 Cent for 12 minutes of fun.
At level 5 or 6 you just can't get any further.
Sorry, but 4 Cent per minute of fun, is a bit too much.

It is fun for a little while, but after playing nearly the same level all the time, it just gets repetetive.. 8\/10
"Pure pixel blood katana action."
Akane is a top-down high score hack'n'slash, on one small map. Everything in this game has so much potential, so PLZ make
e.g. another RUINER out of this!!!

Pros:
+ great setting
+ great art\/pixel style
+ very good controls
+ good sound\/music
+ good gameplay
+ little (small) gem
+ fair price tag

Cons:
- only one map
- corpses & blood vanish

Verdict:
Kill kill kill, die, repaet.. I'm a big fan of the original Dungelot on mobile. When I saw this had come to Steam I had to
check it out.

It may seem at the surface to be a simple game, but the game packs a lot of strategy. The strength of the game is the
fact that it is very easy to pick up and play. Gameplay is simply entering a dugeon, traversing each level by clicking to
reveal squares. Your goal is to find the key and then you can leave, but along the way you might find treasure, traps or
enemies. And since the game is turn based, you choose how much you want to explore a level and even how many
enemies you want to take on. Once the key is revealed you are free to leave, but the temptation will be there to unveil
every square. And that is where the strategy comes in, if you try to reveal all the squares and fight every enemy you are
likely not to get through the entire dungeon if you aren't careful. This kind of choice offers a lot of replay-ability for
what seems to be a simple game.

Adding; It is a game where you can get a quick round in, but will find yourself many times spending more time then
you want to, while enjoying every moment of it.

The one negative I could point to is that the game does accommodate the touch screen much better then the mouse. But
because of how strong the gameplay is, it's easy to overlook this fact.. From what I have played it is a really awesome
game. It seems so simple yet it is really challenging. I think this game has real potential. Just a pity it won't be free to
play. Still I would rate this a 10/10
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